
LESSON ONE 
UNDERSTANDING STYLE 

 

Clarity and Understanding 

An understanding of the casual factors involved in excessive drinking by students 

could lead to their more effective treatment.   
 

We could more effectively treat students who drink excessively if we 

understood why they do so.   

 

A Short History of Unclear Writing  

If use and custom, having the help of so long time and continuance wherein to 

refine our tongue, of so great learning and experience which furnish matter for 

the refining of good wits and judgments which can tell how to refine , have griped 

at nothing in all that time, with all that cunning, by all those wits which they won’t 
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let go but hold for most certain in the right of our writing, then that our tongue 

has no certainty to trust, but write all at random.  

 

Of all the studies of men, nothing may sooner be obtained than this vicious 
abundance of phrase, this trick of metaphors, this volubility of tongue which 

makes so great a noise in the world.  

In the following pages I offer nothing more than simple facts; plain arguments, and 

common sense. 

 

The love of turgid expressions is gaining ground, and ought to be corrected. One 

of the most certain evidences of a man of high breeding, is his simplicity of speech: 

a simplicity that is equally removed from vulgarity and exaggeration. . . .Simplicity 

should be the firm aim, after one is removed from vulgarity. . . .In no case, 

however, can one who aims at turgid language, exaggerated sentiments, or 

pedantic utterances, lay claim to be either a man or a woman of the world.  

We should discourage those who promote turgid language. A well-bred person 

speaks simply, in a way that is neither vulgar nor exaggerated. No one can claim 

to be a man or a woman of the world who deliberately exaggerated sentiments 

or speaks in ways that are turgid or pedantic.   

 

There have been daring people in the world who claimed that Cooper could write 

English, but they are all dead now—all dead but Lounsbury [an academic who 

praised Cooper’s style]. . .[He] says that Deerslayer is a “pure work of 

art”. . . .[But] Cooper wrote about the poorest English that exists in our language, 

and. . .the English of Deerslayer is the very worst that even Cooper ever wrote. 
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The keynote [of a pretentious style] is the elimination of simple verbs. Instead of 

being a single word, such as break, stop, spoil, mend, kill, a verb becomes a phrase, 

make up of a noun or adjective tacked on to some general-purposes verb such as 

prove, serve, form, play, render. In addition, the passive voice is wherever possible 

used in preference to the active, and noun constructions are used instead of 

gerunds (by examination of instead of by examining).   

 

Pretentious writers avoid simple verbs. Instead of using one word, such as break, 

stop, kill, they turn the verb into a noun or adjective, then tack onto it a general-

purpose verb such as prove, serve, form, play, render. Wherever possible, they use 

the passive voice instead of the active and noun constructions instead of gerunds 
(by examination instead of by examining).   

 

A turgid and polysyllabic prose does seem to prevail in the social sciences. . .Such 

a lack of ready intelligibility. I believe, usually has little or nothing to do with the 

complexity of thought. It has to do almost entirely with certain confusions of the 

academic writer about his own status. 

It now appears that obligatory obfuscation is a firm tradition within the medical 

profession. . . .[Medical writing] is a highly skilled, calculated attempt to confuse 

the reader. . . . A doctor feels he might get passed over for an assistant professor-

ship because he wrote his papers too clearly—because he made his ideas seem 

so simple.   

In law journals, in speeches, in classrooms and in courtrooms, lawyers and judges 

are beginning to worry about how often they have been misunderstood, and they 

are discovering that sometimes they can’t even understand each other. 
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There are times when the more the authors explain [about ape communication], 

the less we understand. Apes certainly seem capable of using language to com-

municate. Whether scientists are remains doubtful.  

Recognition of the fact that systems of grammar differ from one language to 

another can serve as the basis for serious consideration of the problems 

confronting translators of the great works of world literature originally written 

in a language other than English.   

 

When we recognize that languages have different grammars, we can consider the 

problems of those who translate great works of literature into English. 

 

Some Private Causes of Unclear Writing 
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On Writing and Reading 

On Writing and Rewriting 

Now we trumpet the summons again—not as a call to bear arms though arms we 

need; not as a call to battle, though embattled we are; but a call to bear the burden 

of a long twilight struggle, year in and year out, “rejoicing in hope, patient in 

tribulation,” a struggle against the common enemies of man: tyranny, poverty, 

disease and war itself. 
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LESSON TWO 
CORRECTNESS 

 
Understanding Correctness 

1. Lack of media support was the cause of our election loss. 

2. We lost the election because the media did not support us. 

 

▪ 

▪ 

▪ 

Rules of Grammar and the Basis of their Authority 
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A ye wha are sae guid yourself  (All you who are so good yourselves 

Sae pious and sae holy,   So pious and so holy, 
Ye’ve nought to do but mark and tell You’ve nothing to do but talk abolut  

Your neebours’ fauts and folly!  Your neighbors’ faults and folly! 

 

  1st Person  2nd Person   3rd Person 

Singular   I know + ø.  You know + ø. She know + s. 

Plural  We know + ø.  You know + ø. They know + ø. 
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Three Kinds of Rules 

1. Real Rules 

2. Social Rules  

3. Invented Rules  

▪ 

▪ 

▪ 

▪ 

Observing Rules Thoughtfully 
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Two Kinds of Invented Rules  

Folklore 

1. Don’t begin sentences with and or but.  

   But, it will be asked, is tact not an individual gift, therefore highly valuable in its  

      choices? And, if that is so, what guidance can a manual offer, other than that of  

       its author’s prejudices—mere impressionism?  

Because we have access to so much historical fact, today we know a good 

deal about changes within the humanities which were not apparent to those  

         of any age much before our own and which the individual scholar must  
         constantly reflect on. 
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The plan was rejected. Because it was incomplete.   

QUICK TIP 

 Some writers write graceless prose because they are seized by the idea that  

     writing is good only when it’s free of errors that only a grammarian can explain. 

 

Because some writers are seized by the idea that writing is good only when  

     it’s free of errors that only a grammarian can explain, they write graceless  
     prose.   

Since our language seems to reflect our quality of mind, it is easy for those  

 inclined to look down on others to think that grammatical “errors” indicate  

 mental or moral deficiency.   

 

2. Use the RELATIVE PRONOUN that –not which—for RESTRICTIVE  

CLAUSES. Allegedly not this: 

 

Next is a typical situation which a practiced writer corrects “for style” 

virtually by reflex action. 

Use that when defining [i.e., restrictive] clauses except when stylistic reasons  

 interpose.   
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ABCO Inc. ended its first bankruptcy, which it had filed in 1997. 

 

ABCO Inc. sold a product that [not which] made millions.   

 

Some there are who follow this principle now, but it would be idle to pretend 

that it is the practice either of the most or of the best writers. 

 

We all have that  one rule that we will not give up. 

 We all have that one rule which we will not give up. 

 

3. Use fewer with nouns you count, less with nouns you cannot. Allegedly, 

not this: 

 

I can remember no less than five occasions when the correspondence columns 

of The Times rocked with volleys of letters. 

4. Use since and while to refer only to time, not to mean because or 

although. 
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Since asbestos is dangerous, it should be removed carefully. 

 

While we agree on a date, we disagree about the place.   

 

Elegant Options 

1. Don’t split infinitives. 

One wonders why Dr. Grove and his editors did not think of labeling knowed   

    as substandard right where it occurs, and one suspects that they wanted to  

    slightly conceal the fact that. . . 

they wanted to conceal slightly the fact. . .  

 

2. Use whom as the OBJECT of the verb or preposition. 

Soon after you confront this matter of preserving your identity, another  

question will occur to you: “Who am I writing for?” 

another question will occur to you: “For whom am I writing?” 
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3. Don’t end a sentence with a preposition. 

The peculiarities of legal English are often used as a stick to beat the official  

     with. 

 

     …a stick with which to beat the official.   

 

The man I met with was the man I had written to. 

The man with whom I met was the man to whom I had written. 

 

4. Use the singular with none and any. 

QUICK TIP 

The committee chose someone whom they trusted. 

The committee chose someone [        ] they trusted. 

 

The committee chose someone who earned their trust. 

The committee chose someone [    ] earned their trust. 

 

The committee decided whom they should choose. 

The committee decided who was to be chosen.   

    The committee chose someone in whom they had confidence.   
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None of the reasons are sufficient to end the project. 

None of the reasons is sufficient to end the project.   

 

Hobgoblins 

1. Never use like for as or as if. 

These operations failed like the earlier ones did. 

 

These operations failed as the earlier ones did. 

 

2. Don’t use hopefully to mean “I hope”.   

Hopefully, it will not rain. 

 

I hope that it will not rain. 

 

3. Don’t use finalize to mean “finish” or “complete.” 
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Some Words that Attract Special Attention 

aggravate

anticipate 

anxious 

blackmail 

cohort 

comprise 

continuous 

disinterested 
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enormity 

fortuitous 

fulsome 

notorious 

plethora 

simplistic 

singular  datum        criterion      medium    stratum    phenomenon 

plural  data       criteria          media            strata            phenomena 

 

 

Pronouns and Gender-Neutral Language  

 
Pronouns and Their Referents  

 

Early efforts to oppose surveillance of ordinary citizens failed because it ignored  

 political issues. No one wanted to expose themselves to the charge of being  

 unpatriotic.   
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Early efforts to oppose surveillance of ordinary citizens failed because they  

     ignored political issues. No one wanted to expose himself to the charge of  

     being unpatriotic.   

 

The committee has met but has not yet made its decision. 

 

The faculty have the memo, but not all of them have read it.   

 

Every student knows that to get good grades, they must take their classes  

 seriously. If someone won’t do their work, it is very hard for them to succeed.  

Every student know that to get good grades, he must take his classes seriously. 

If someone won’t do his work, it is very hard for him to succeed.  

 

Gender-Neutral Options 

1. Replace the gendered pronoun with another pronoun or with a noun. 
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A careful writer will always consider the needs of his readers. 

A careful writer will always consider the needs of his or her readers.   

 

A careful writer will always consider the needs of their readers.   

 
 

A writer should use gender-neutral language if he wants his readers      

      to see him as modern and progressive. 

 

Writers should use gender-neutral language if they want their 

      readers to see them as modern and progressive.   

 

    A writer should use gender-neutral language if he wants his readers                         

    to see him as modern and progressive. 

 

We should use gender-neutral language in our writing if we want our     

readers to see us as modern and progressive.   

 

One should use gender-neutral language if one wants to seem modern 

     and progressive.   
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If a writer wants to seem modern and progressive, the writer should  

use gender-neutral language.  

 

2. Cut a gendered pronoun when that doesn’t change the meaning. 

A writer can impress his reader by using gender-neutral language. 

 A writer can impress a reader by using gender-neutral language.   

 

A writer can impress readers by using gender-neutral language.  

 

3. Avoid a gendered pronoun by choosing a different grammatical con-

struction. 

A writer should use gender-neutral language if he wants to seem modern 
and progressive.   
 
If a writer wants to seem modern and progressive, he should use gender-
neutral language.   
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LESSON THREE 

ACTIONS 

 
Understanding How We Express Judgments 

 1a.  The cause of our schools’ failure at teaching basic skills is not understanding  

                 the influence of cultural background on learning. 

 

 1b.  Our schools have failed to teach basic skills because they do not understand 

        how cultural background influences the way a child learns. 

 

Telling Stories about Characters and their Actions 

 2a.  Once upon a time, as a walk through the woods was taking place on the part  

                 of Little Red Riding Hood, the Wolf’s jump out from behind a tree occurred, 

        causing her fright.   

 

 2b.  Once upon a time, Little Red Riding Hood was walking through the woods, 

           when the Wolf jumped out from behind a tree and frightened her.   

 

▪ 

▪ 
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Principle of Clarity 1: Make Main Characters Subjects  

2a. Once upon a time as a walk through the woods was taking place on the part  

                of Little Red Riding Hood, the Wolf’s jump out from behind a tree occurred,  

                causing her fright.   

 

SUBJECT       VERB 

a walk through the woods     was taking place 

the Wolf’s jump out from behind a tree  occurred 

 

2b.  Once upon a time, Little Red Riding Hood was walking through the woods,  

       when the Wolf jumped out from behind a tree and frightened her.  

 

SUBJECT           VERB 

Little Red Riding Hood       was walking 

the Wolf        jumped  

 

Principle of Clarity 2: Make Important Actions Verb 

 2a.  Once upon a time, as a walk through the woods WAS TAKING place on the 

                 part of Little Red Riding Hood, the Wolf’s jump out from behind a tree  

        OCCURRED, causing her fright. 

 

2b.  Once upon a time, Little Red Riding Hood WAS WALKING through the  

       woods, when the Wolf JUMPED out from behind a tree and FRIGHTENED 

         her.  
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Fairy Tales and Academic or Professional Writing 

      3a. The Federalists’ argument in regard to the destabilization of government    

  by popular democracy was based on their belief in the tendency of 

                      factions to further their self-interest at the expense of the common  

                      good.    

 

 3b.  The Federalists argued that popular democracy destabilized government, 

                      because they believed that factions tended to further their self-interest  
            at the expense of the common good.   

 

       3a. The Federalists’s argument in regard to the destabilization of government 

   by popular democracy was based on their belief in the tendency of factions 

             to further their self-interest at the expense of the common good.  

 

3a. The Federalists’ argument in regard to the destabilization of  

             government by popular democracy WAS BASED on their belief in the 

   tendency of factions to FURTHER their self-interest at the expense of  
   the common good.   

 

WHOLE SUBJECT      VERB 

The Federalists’ argument in regard to the  

 

stabilization of government by popular democracy  was based 

 

       3b. The Federalists argued that popular democracy DESTABILIZED  

   government, because they BELIEVED that factions TENDED TO 

                           FURTHER their self-interest at the expense of the common good.  
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WHOLE SUBJECT/CHARACTER     VERB/ACTION 

the Federalists       argued  

popular democracy      destabilized  

they        believed 

factions        tended to further  

 

Diagnosis and Revision: Characters and Actions  

1. Diagnose 
 

The outsourcing of high-tech work to Asia by corporations means the loss of 

jobs for many American workers.   

 
 

▪  

The outsourcing of high-tech work to Asia by corporations means the 

loss of jobs for many American workers.   

 
▪ 

The outsourcing of high-tech work to Asia by corporations  

means the loss of jobs for many American workers.   

 

2. Analyze   
 

The outsourcing of high-tech work to Asia by corporations means the 

loss of jobs for many American workers. 

 
 

The outsourcing of high-tech works to Asia by corporations means the 

loss of jobs for many American workers.   

 

3. Rewrite 
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outsourcing → outsource             loss → lose 

 
 

corporations outsource           American workers lose 

 
 

Many middle-class American workers are losing their jobs, because  

corporations are outsourcing their high-tech work to Asia. 

 

Some Common Patterns 

 

 

 The intention of the committee is to audit the records. 

 
 

intention → intend 

 
 

The intention of the committee is to audit the records. 

 
 

The committee INTENDS to audit the records.  

 
 

The agency CONDUCTED an investigation into the matter.  

 
 

investigation →  investigate 

 
 

conducted →  investigated  

The agency INVESTIGATED the matter. 
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Our loss in sales WAS a result of their expansion of outlets.

 

loss → lose              expansion  → expand 

 

Our loss in salves was a result of their expansion of outlets. 

 
 

we lose                     they expand 

 
 

▪ 

▪ 

▪ 

Our loss in sales   →  We LOST sales 

was the result of                    →       because 

their expansion of outlets   →       they EXPANDED outlets 

 
 

There is no need for our further study of this problem. 

 
 

need  →  need                         study  →  study 

 
 

There is no need for our further study of this problem. 

 
 

no need  →  we need not            our study  →  we study 

 

We NEED not STUDY this problem further.   

 
 

We did a review of the evolution of the brain. 

 
 

review  →  review 
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evolution of the brain  →  how the brain evolved 
 

 First, we REVIEWED the evolution of the brain. 

First, we REVIEWED how the brain EVOLVLED. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Some Happy Consequences 

 

     There was an affirmative decision for expansion. 

 The Director DECIDED to EXPAND the program.   

 
 

     A revision of the program WILL RESULT in increases in our efficiency       

     in the servicing of clients. 

If we REVISE the program, we CAN SERVE clients more EFFICIENTLY. 

 

 

     Our more effective presentation of our study resulted in our success, 

     despite an earlier start by others.   

Although others started earlier, we succeeded because we  

presented our study more effectively. 

 
 

QUICK TIP 
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      Decisions4 in regard to administration5 of medication despite inability3    

      of an irrational patient appearing1 in a Trauma Center to provide legal 

      consent3 rest with the attending physician alone.   

 

  When a patient appears1 in a Trauma Center and behaves2 so  

                            irrationally that he cannot legally consent3 to treatment, only the  

        attending physician can decide4 whether to medicate5 her.   
 

A Common Problem Solved 

Summing Up 

 Fixed     

 

Fixed 

 

Subject  Verb   -----------  

Subject ----------  Verb  

Character   Action --------- 
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 Variable 

 

The president’s veto of the bill infuriated Congress. 

 The veto of the bill by the president infuriated Congress. 

 

 When the president subject VETOED verb the bill, he subject INFURIATED verb  

     Congress. 

 

 

The intention of the committee is the improvement of morale.  

The committee INTENDS to improve morale. 

 
 

A decision by the dean in regard to the funding of the program by the department 

is necessary for adequate staff preparation. 

 

The staff CAN PREPARE adequately, only after the dean DECIDES whether the 

department WILL FUND the program. 

 
 

 

These arguments all depend on a single unproven claim. 

 
 

The fact that she strenuously objected impressed me.  

Her strenuous objections impressed me.   

 
 

I do not know what she INTENDS. 

I do not know her intentions. 
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Few problems have so divided us as abortion on demand. 

The Equal Rights Amendment was an issue in past elections. 
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LESSON FOUR 

CHARACTERS 

 
Understanding the Importance of Characters 

 1a.  The CIA feared the president would recommend to Congress that it reduce  

        its budget. 

 

 1b.  The CIA had fears that the president would send a recommendation to 

        Congress that it make a reduction to its budget.   

 

 1b.  The CIA had fears that the president would send a recommendation to 

        Congress that it make a reduction in its budget. 

 

 1c.  The fear of the CIA was that a recommendation from the president to  

        Congress would be for a reduction in its budget.  

 

1a.  The CIA FEARED the president WOULD RECOMMEND to Congress that it  

        REDUCE its budget.  

 

 1b.  The CIA HAD fears that the president WOULD SEND a recommendation to 

       Congress that it MAKE a reduction in its budget. 

 
 

1c.  The fear of the CIA was that a recommendation from the president to Congress 

        WOULD BE for a reduction in its budget. 
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1d.  There WAS fear that there WOULD BE a recommendation for a budget  

                  reduction. 

 

Diagnosis and Revision: Characters 

 

 

 

Governmental intervention in fast-changing technologies has led to the  

distortion of market evolution and interference in new product 

development.   

 

 

Governmental distortion in fast-changing technologies has led to the 

distortion of market evolution and interference in new product 

development.   
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governmental intervention     →     government intervenes 

distortion     → [government] distorts 

market evolution                    →      markets evolve 

interference                         →      [market] develops 

 

 When a government INTERVENES in fast-changing technologies, it  

DISTORTS how markets EVOLVE and INTERFERES with their ability  

      to DEVELOP new products.   

 
→

Medieval theological debates often addressed issues considered trivial by  

 modern philosophical thought. 

 

Medieval theologians often debated issues that modern philosophers 

consider trivial.   
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Reconstructing Absent Characters  

A decision was made in favor of doing a study of the disagreements. 

 

We decided that I should study why they disagreed. 

 I decided that you should study why he disagreed. 

 

Research strategies that look for more than one variable are of more use in 

understanding factors in psychiatric disorders than strategies based on the 

assumption that the presence of psychopathology is dependent on a single gene 

or on strategies in which only one biological variable is studied.   

 

If one/we/researchers are to understand what causes psychiatric disorders, 

     one/we/they should use research strategies that look for more than one variable 

     rather than assume that a single gene is responsible for a psychopathology or  

     adopt a strategy in which one/we/they study only one biological variable.   

To understand what makes patients vulnerable to psychiatric disorders, strategies  

 that look for more than one variable SHOULD BE USED rather than strategies  

 in which a gene IS ASSUMED to cause psychopathology or only one biological  

 variable IS STUDIED. 

Abstractions as Characters  
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To understand what causes psychiatric disorders, studies should look for more 

than one variable rather than adopt a strategy in which they test only one bio-    

logical variable or assume that a single gene is responsible for a psycho-

pathology.   
 

The argument is this. The cognitive component of intention exhibits a high 

degree of complexity. Intention is temporally divisible into two: prospective 
intention and immediate intention. The cognitive function of prospective 

intention is the representation of a subject’s similar past actions, his current 

situation, and his course of future actions. That is, the cognitive component of 

prospective intention is a plan. The cognitive function of immediate intention 

is the monitoring and guidance of ongoing bodily movement.   

 
 

I ARGUE this about intention. It HAS a complex cognitive component of two   

temporal kinds: prospective and immediate. We USE prospective intention to  

   represent how we HAVE ACTED in our past and present and how we WILL      

   ACT in the future. That is, we USE the cognitive component of prospective  

    intention to HELP us PLAN. We USE immediate intention to MONITOR and  

   GUIDE our bodies as we MOVE them.  
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Characters and Passive Verbs 

▪ 

▪ 

I    lost   the money 
  

 

 

The money  was lost   [by me.] 
  

We can manage the problem if we control costs. 

 Problem management requires cost control. 

 

▪ 

▪ 

▪ 

Choosing Between Active and Passive  
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The president WAS RUMORED to have considered resigning.  

Those who ARE FOUND guilty can BE FINED. 

Valuable records should always BE KEPT in a safe.  

 
 

Because the test was not completed, the flaw was uncorrected.  

 

Based on writers’ verbal intelligence, prior knowledge, and essay scores, 

their essays were analyzed for structure and evaluated for richness of 

concepts. The subjects were then divided into a high- or low-ability 

group. Half of each group was randomly assigned to a treatment group 

or to a placebo group.   

 

This paper is concerned with two problems. How can we best handle  

in a transformational grammar certain restrictions that. . . .To illustrate,  

     we may cite. . .,we shall show. . . 
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 Since the pituitary-adrenal axis is activated during the acute phase  

response, we have investigated the potential role. . .Specifically, we  

              have studied the effects of interleukin-1. . . . 

 

We examine. . . , We compare. . . , We have used. . . , Each has been 

weighed. . . , We merely take. . . , They are subject. . . , We use. . .,  

    Efron and Morris describe. . . , We observed. . ., We might find. . .  

Passives, Characters, and Metadiscourse 

▪ 

▪ 

▪ 

▪ 

 
▪ 
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To determine if monokines elicited an adrenal steroidogenic response, I ADDED  

 preparations of. . .  

 

To determine if monokines elicited a response, preparations x and y WERE 

ADDED. 

 

 

 

 

  

Clarity and the Professional Voice 
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Apart from theoretical conceptualization there would appear to be no method of 

selecting among the indefinite number of varying kinds of factual observation 

which can be made about a concrete phenomenon or field so that the various 

descriptive statements about it articulate into a coherent whole, which 

constitutes and “adequate,” a “determinate” description. Adequacy in description 

is secured insofar as determinate and verifiable answers can be given to all the 

scientifically important questions involved. What questions are important is 

largely determined by the logical structure of the generalized conceptual scheme 

which, implicitly or explicitly, is employed.   

 

Without a theory, scientists have no way to select from everything they could say 

about a subject only that which they can fit into a coherent whole that would be 

an “adequate” or “determinate” description. Scientists describe something 

“adequately” only when they can verify answers to all the questions they think 

are important. They decide what questions are important based on their explicit 

or implicit theories.   

 

Whatever you describe, you need a theory to fit its parts into a whole. You need 

a theory to decide even what questions to ask and to verify their answers.  
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Summing Up 
 

 

Fixed Subject Verb -------- 

Variable Character Action -------- 

 
 

A nominalization is a replacement of a verb by a noun, often resulting in      

displacement of characters from subjects by nouns.  

 

When a nominalization REPLACES a verb with a noun, it often DISPLACES        

characters from subjects.   

 
 

               The voters REELECTED the president with 54% of the vote.   

 

 The president WAS REELECTED with 54% of the vote.   

 
 

Research demonstrating the soundness of our reasoning and the need for  

                action SUPPORTED this decision. 

 

 This decision WAS SUPPORTED BY research demonstrating the soundness of  

      our reasoning and the need for action.  

 
 

By early 1945, the Axis nations had BEEN essentially DEFEATED; all that  

remained was a bloody climax. The German borders had BEEN BREACHED, and 

    both Germany and Japan were being bombed around the clock. Neither country, 

    though, had BEEN so DEVASTATED that it could not RESIST. 

 

 

    The terms of the analysis must BE DEFINED. 

 

We must DEFINE the terms of the analysis. 

 

 

 

 

 
 


